
Subject Medium Term Planning Sheet 

2020/2021 

 

 
Year  

4 

Term 4 Unit title – SPAG 

 

Brief description of main content of this unit: 

Addressing gaps from QLA Term 2. 

 

Lesson 

No. 

 

 

Key Learning 

Objectives 

Linked to National 

curriculum 

(differentiated) 

Activities & Teaching & Learning strategies 

 (including assessment opportunities) 

Cross 

curricular 

links 

1 

Mon 

LI: To learn to spell 

‘ch’ words. 

 

Input: 

Page 44/45 of Rising Stars Spelling book. 

Explore focus words, discuss with class words that they might find tricky e.g. ‘ch’ 

can make both a ‘k’ or ‘ch’ sound. Work through focus words, reading aloud and 

visualising the word as it is said. Sort focus words into ‘k’ or ‘ch’ sounds. 

 

Task: 

In groups, children come up with their own rule for the ‘ch’ sound e.g. if ‘ch’ is in 

the middle of a word it is usually pronounced ‘k’ and if it is at the end if can be 

pronounced ‘ch’ or ‘k’. Children to give examples.   

 



Tues LI: To learn to spell 

‘ch’ words.  

 

Input: 

Page 44/45 of Rising Stars Spelling book.  

Discuss that ‘ch’ is always followed by a vowel – whether it is pronounced ‘ch’ or ‘k’. 

Ask children to find words that end with the ‘ch’ spelling and to investigate the 

letters/sounds that go before it.  

Play missing word activity. 

 

Task: 

The worst school trip ever passage – fill in the missing word. Using this week’s 

focus words. 

 

Wed LI: To recap what we 

have learnt so far 

about sentence 

composition.  

 

Input: 

PIXL assessment questions – sentence composition 

Work through a few questions together – recapping any definitions that the 

children need help with.  

 

Task: 

First half of questions to answer in pairs. Second set of questions to answer 

individually. Questions to cover GPS aspects that have been taught so far.  

 

Thurs Special Sentences 

LI: To create a ‘one 

word: definition 

sentence’. 

 

 

Input: 

Discuss with class what a ‘one word: definition’ sentence’ is all about. Focus in on 

beginning the sentence with one word or phrase followed by a colon, which is then 

followed by a definition of the word. Create one as a class, addressing any 

misconceptions as you go.  

 

Task: 

Children to create their own ‘one word: definition sentences’.  

 

Plenary: 

Children to create their own spelling rule to explain the special sentence.  

 



 

Fri Handwriting 

LI: To practise the 

diagonal join to 

ascenders. 

Nelson Handwriting Book  

Unit 18 

Page 40 

Practising the diagonal join to ascenders e.g. al. 

 

2  

Mon 

Spelling 

LI: To know when the 

‘s’ sound is spelled 

with a ‘c’. 

 

Input: 

Page 46/47 of Rising Stars Spelling book. 

Show the class this week’s focus words, ask them to sort them into pairs of 

rhyming words. Ask them to identify the spelling pattern (the ‘s’ sound spelled ‘c’). 

Bring their attention to the fact that it is followed by e e.g. face  

 

Task: 

ALL – in pairs come up with sentences that include both rhyming words.   

 

Tues Spelling 

LI: To know when the 

‘s’ sound is spelled 

with a ‘c’. 

 

 

Input: 

Page 46/47 of Rising Stars Spelling book. 

Recap on yesterday’s focus words. Write up new set of words showing ‘c’ followed 

by a vowel e.g. recent. Word guessing game – give class a set of clues and they have 

to guess the focus word.  

 

Task: 

Get out reading book and open at random page. Get the class to read 2 pages and 

note down all words that contain the letter ‘c’ pronounced as ‘s’. Swap with partner 

to make sure they are pronounced ‘s’. 

 

Plenary: 

Discuss techniques children used to find the words/summarise the spelling rule.  

 

Wed GPS 

LI: To recap what we 

have learnt so far 

Input: 

PIXL assessment questions – sentence composition 
 



about sentence 

composition. 

 

Work through a few questions together – recapping any definitions that the 

children need help with.  

 

Task: 

First half of questions to answer in pairs. Second set of questions to answer 

individually. Questions to cover GPS aspects that have been taught so far. 

Thurs Special Sentences 

LI: To create an 

‘imagine 3 examples’ 

sentence.  

 

Input: 

Discuss with class what an ‘imagine 3 examples’’ sentence’ is all about. Focus in on 

beginning the sentence with imagine followed by describing 3 things about a place, 

time or person. Use a colon after followed by a statement saying there is such a 

time/place/person. Create one as a class, addressing any misconceptions as you go.  

 

Task: 

Children to create their own ‘imagine 3 examples sentences’.  

 

Plenary: 

Children to create their own spelling rule to explain the special sentence.  

 

 

Fri Handwriting 

LI: To practise 

joining to and from 

the letter f.  

Nelson Handwriting Book  

Unit 19 

Page 42 

Practising joining to and from the letter f e.g. ff.  

 

3 

Mon 

Spelling 

LI: To focus on 

words ending in –

ture.   

Input: 

Page 48/49 of Rising Stars Spelling book. 

Explore focus words, discuss with class possible connections between the words 

e.g. ends in ‘cher’ sound, spelled ‘ture’. Work through words, pronouncing them 

clearly, go around class asking children to pronounce words.  

 

Task: 

 



In table groups, choose two focus words and create a mini dictionary for them. 

Make sure they are spelled correctly and have a mini definition.  

 

Tues Spelling 

LI: To focus on 

words ending in –

ture.   

Input: 

Page 48/49 of Rising Stars Spelling book. 

Recap their mini dictionaries from yesterday, ask the class to put the words into 

sentences. Play guess my word game with other table groups (partners split up and 

move around).  

 

Task: 

Reading passage – Should I join the pirate crew?  

Fill in the missing words as the passage is read.  

 

Wed GPS 

LI: To recap what we 

have learnt so far 

about punctuation.  

 

Input: 

PIXL assessment questions – punctuation 

Work through a few questions together – recapping any definitions that the 

children need help with.  

 

Task: 

First half of questions to answer in pairs. Second set of questions to answer 

individually. Questions to cover GPS aspects that have been taught so far. 

 

Thurs Special Sentences 

LI: To create a ‘3 

bad – (dash) 

sentence’.   

 

Input: 

Discuss with class what a ‘3 bad – (dash) sentence’ is all about. Focus in on 

beginning with 3 negative adjectives then a dash, followed by a question relating to 

the adjectives. Create one as a class, addressing any misconceptions as you go.  

 

Task: 

Children to create their own ‘3 bad – (dash) sentences’.  

 

Plenary: 

 



Children to create their own spelling rule to explain the special sentence.  

 

Fri Handwriting 

LI: To practise 

joining to and from 

the letter e. 

 

Nelson Handwriting Book  

Unit 20 

Page 44 

Practising joining to and from the letter e e.g. rec. 

 

4  

Mon 

Spelling 

LI: To be able to 

spell –sure and –ture 

words.  

 

 

Input: 

Page 50/51 of Rising Stars Spelling book  

Show this week’s focus words. Read a few examples, pronouncing them clearly for 

the class. Demonstrate breaking down a word into syllables.  

 

Task: 

Ask children in threes to break down one word into three syllables (each one on a 

different whiteboard). Get class to show their word to others. Try a new word. 

 

Tues Spelling 

LI: To be able to 

spell –sure and –ture 

words.  

 

 

 

Input: 

Page 50/51 of Rising Stars Spelling book  

Revisit spelling rule from yesterday. Discuss any words the children found tricky 

to spell. Go over these and address any misconceptions from previous lesson. 

 

 

Task: 

Break class into 5 groups and pick a scribe for each one. Explain that their task is 

to work together to spell a focus word, each child must input at least one letter. 

Once they have decided the correct spelling, the scribe needs to hold the group’s 

whiteboard up. Repeat this game a few times.  

 

 

Wed GPS Input: 

PIXL assessment questions – punctuation 
 



LI: To recap what we 

have learnt so far 

about punctuation. 

 

Work through a few questions together – recapping any definitions that the 

children need help with.  

 

Task: 

First half of questions to answer in pairs. Second set of questions to answer 

individually. Questions to cover GPS aspects that have been taught so far. 

Thurs Special Sentences 

LI: To write a 

metaphor within a 

sentence.    

Input: 

Discuss with class what a metaphor is all about. Focus in on when we might use one. 

Create one as a class, addressing any misconceptions as you go.  

 

Task: 

Children to create their own metaphors within a sentence.   

 

Plenary: 

Children to create their own spelling rule to explain the special sentence 

 

Fri Handwriting 

LI: To practise 

punctuation.  

Nelson Handwriting Book  

Unit 21 

Page 46 

Practising punctuation e.g. s’.  

 

 

5 

Mon 

Spelling 

LI: To understand 

unstressed vowels. 

Input: 

Page 52/53 of Rising Stars Spelling book  

Recap what a syllable is. Introduce ‘unstressed vowel’ and explain that is means the 

vowel we often do not pronounce in a word. Explain it can make spelling tricky 

sometimes.  

 

Task: 

 



Show ‘an ordinary day’ passage and ask the children to identify any words that 

have any unstressed vowels. Read through with them and pronounce every syllable 

to help with our spelling.  

 

Tues Spelling 

LI: To understand 

unstressed vowels. 

 

Input: 

Page 52/53 of Rising Stars Spelling book  

Recap this week’s focus words, then ask the children to identity the most common 

unstressed vowel. Show an example of the missing word game.   

 

Task: 

In pairs, children to play their own version of missing word game with this week’s 

focus words. Then move on to playing as a table group.   

 

Wed GPS 

LI: To recap what 

we have learnt so 

far about 

grammatical terms 

and word classes.  

Input: 

PIXL assessment questions – grammatical terms and word classes. 

Work through a few questions together – recapping any definitions that the 

children need help with.  

 

Task: 

First half of questions to answer in pairs. Second set of questions to answer 

individually. Questions to cover GPS aspects that have been taught so far. 

 

Thurs Special Sentences 

LI: To use 

onomatopoeia within 

a sentence.   

 

Input: 

Discuss with class what onomatopoeia is all about. Focus in on when we might use it. 

Create one as a class, addressing any misconceptions as you go.  

 

Task: 

Children to create their own onomatopoeia sentences.   

 

 



Plenary: 

Children to create their own spelling rule to explain the special sentence 

Fri Handwriting 

LI: To practise 

consistency in 

forming and joining 

letters. 

 

Nelson Handwriting Book  

Unit 22 

Page 48 

Practising consistency in forming and joining letters e.g. ar. 

 

6 

Mon 

Spelling 

LI: To practise 

words from the Year 

3 /4 word list.   

 

 

Input: 

Page 54/55 of Rising Stars Spelling book  

Work through this week’s focus words, explain and defining each word. Ask 

children to pick one word and put it into a sentence. Address any words that the 

class might find tricky to spell.  

 

Task: 

Hide the focus words. Then one by one say a word from the list and ask the 

children to have a go at spelling it. Remind them to use the techniques we have 

learned this term e.g. breaking it down to syllables. Make a note of any words that 

are consistently spelled wrong.  

 

 

Tues Spelling 
LI: To practise 

words from the Year 

3 /4 word list.  .  

 

 

Input: 

Page 54/55 of Rising Stars Spelling book  

Recap over the focus words from yesterday’s lesson. Go over any of the words that 

the class struggled with yesterday.  

 

 

Task: 

 



Word search – ask the class to look for the focus words in the grid. Display the 

answers on the board at the end.   

Wed GPS 

LI: To recap what 

we have learnt so 

far about 

grammatical terms 

and word classes. 

Input: 

PIXL assessment questions – grammatical terms and word classes. 

Work through a few questions together – recapping any definitions that the 

children need help with.  

 

Task: 

First half of questions to answer in pairs. Second set of questions to answer 

individually. Questions to cover GPS aspects that have been taught so far. 

 

Thurs Special Sentences 

LI: To create a 

sentence starting 

with a fronted 

adverbial.  

Input: 

Discuss with class what a fronted adverbial is all about. Focus in on the use of 

where, when, how. Create one as a class, addressing any misconceptions as you go.  

 

Task: 

Children to create their own sentences starting with a fronted adverbial.  

 

Plenary: 

Children to create their own spelling rule to explain the special sentence 

 

Fri Handwriting 

LI: To practise 

printing to make 

captions. 

 

Nelson Handwriting Book  

Unit 23 

Page 50 

Practising printing to make captions e.g. Aa. 

 

 


